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Treatment of Fermentation Residues in Biogas
Installations Using Westfalia Separator ® aquaflow
Treatment and recovery of resources by means of centrifugation
and ﬂotation in one process
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Westfalia Separator ® aquaflow –
Simply More Efficient as a System
In combination with a decanter centrifuge, Westfalia Separator’s® aquaﬂow
microbubble technology is an innovative system solution for the treatment of
fermentation residues in biogas installations.

Installation operators reduce their
energy consumption and need fewer
chemicals

The core element of the newly-developed flotation
unit is the innovative Westfalia Separator® aquaflow
microbubble technology.

GEA Westfalia Separator is the world leader in
mechanical separation technology. The company
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Treatment of fermentation residues in biogas installations
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A summary of system beneﬁts:

Westfalia Separator aquaflow and passed through
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Dramatically reduced reaction time
Microbubble technology is associated with even more
benefits for the installation operator. Turbulence
mixing dramatically reduces chemical reaction time,
so if the process demands the use of chemicals, the
new microbubble technology reduces the quantity of
chemicals required.
A variety of options is available for the purified
fermentation residue: it can be recirculated into the
fermentation process, fed to an indirect supply or
treated further – by membrane technology, or by
biological or chemical processes, for example.
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